
 
Vehicle Window Tint assessment Appendix A 
All % measurements are in relation to glass installed in the vehicle 
behind the B post as standard at the time of manufacture. 
 
Manufacturer:  Skoda 
Octavia models  
 
SE model with standard glass allowing 72% of light  
Privacy glass  is an optional extra the glass allows 40% of light 
£500 to change rear passenger door glazing 
 
Superb models  
 
SE model produced with standard glass allowing  72% of light  
Privacy glass  is an optional extra the  glass allows 40% of light 
£978 to change rear passenger door glass this includes quarter light as glass comes as 1 
piece 
 
 
Manufacturer: Ford  
Mondeo models  
 
Titanium come with standard glass allowing 72% of light  
Privacy glass comes as standard on ST line models allowing 20% of light 
The cost to replace is £89 + VAT per door 
 
Galaxy models  

 
Zetec come with standard glass allowing 72% of light  
Titanium comes with  privacy glass allowing 20% of light  
The cost to replace the glass is £122 + VAT per door  
 
 
Manufacturer: BMW  
5 series model  
 
Model comes with a standard glass allowing 85% of light  
Privacy glass  is an optional extra the  glass allows 30 % of light 
 
 
Manufacturer: Mercedes  
E-Class model  
 
Model comes with standard glass allowing 70% of light  
Privacy glass  is an optional extra the  glass allows 30 % of light 
The cost to replace the glass is £280 + VAT for both doors 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Manufacturer  Peugeot  
506  Model 
 
Model comes with standard glass allowing 70% of light 
Privacy glass  is an optional extra the  glazing allows 26 % of light 
Unable to establish cost to change the glazing 
 
 
 
Manufacturer: Toyota 
Corolla Models 
 
Standard Models comes with  glass allowing 80% of light 
Higher models comes with  privacy glass as standard allowing 21% of light 
approx £750 to change both doors 
2 pieces of glass would need changing on each door 
 
Verso models  
 
Standard Models comes with  glass allowing 80% of light 
Higher models comes with  privacy glass as standard allowing 21% of light  
Approx cost to change the glass to both doors £800 
 
Prius Plus models  
 
Standard Models comes with  glazing allowing 80% of light 
Higher models comes with  privacy glass as standard allowing 26% of light  
Approx cost to change the glass to both doors £800 
 
Prius models  
 
Standard Models comes with  glass allowing 80% of light 
Higher models comes with  privacy glass as standard allowing 21% of light  
Approx cost to change the glass to both doors £800 
 
Auris Estate models  
 
Standard Models comes with  glass allowing 80% of light 
Higher models comes with  privacy glass as standard allowing 21% of light  
£750 to change glass on both doors 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Manufacturer: Volkswagen  
Passat  models  
 
SE and SE NAV Standard Models comes with  glass allowing 80% of light 
R and R line models have privacy glass as standard allowing 35% of light 
£240 to change glass on both doors 
 
 
Sharan models  
S model has clear glass as standard 75% 
All higher models have privacy glass as standard % not available to test 
 

 
Manufacturer: Audi  
A6 models  
 
Standard model has clear glass as standard allowing 75.5% of light 
S line model has privacy glass as standard allowing 19% or 11%  of light 
 


